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1!r. Ted Gandolfo 
1214 First Ave., 

N.Y.1970, 	10022 
Dear Ted, 

masks mach for the transcript on publics response to the 4/5/77 Prenentation by Thoua Kranz to the L.A. Board of Snpervisors of 5/17//7. 
I'll return it as soon as my wife makes to copy, probably in tomorrow's mail. 
When you send records" of this sort to as you can save money legitimately 1 addressing= as publisher and writing special fourt c;aes rate— educational material on the package. Use theses words, not book. there are different classifications. 
You can insure 4th clams mail and it can go like first clams for a small extra charge and "Special Bandling." 
This does.* not pay except fora heavy package but the insurance pays with valuable records. 

The Lane statement to the L.A. Herald ibeminer and their unquestioning use of it are ludicrous. (Also makes all look like charlatans.) They'll have to ohmage the law for what he claims to be possible. I'm sere he mean it all up to promote himself and it sell books. 

There are onlr caftaka recognised grounds for getting& trial after a plea of guilty. There would hove been no legal beam for bargaining with 244 to give him a trial after the escape, and I'm certain escape only is what day bath in mind. 
Lane knows this. It is his usual cheap abet. 
There also is now now of trying the Lineman in a lai mina. lint  if inns knee anything about the subject he'd know it bad been done. Only he is ignorant of bat, which to him is irrelevant. 
Glad to 700 road Blakey's prafeesigmal bio. Impressive but very wrseg background for the committee job. 'Whence fpoue in committee thinking and wrong personal and preasaional associations for Malkey. Conflict, as I smial only gars so. 

Much obliged p 

JL, BR: Don't know if anything this transcript 
is worth. 70 pp of comment from Lowenstein, 
Joling, Godfrey Isaacs and Pau; Schrade. If either 
wants please say so. 

7/6/77 
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TED GANDOLFO- CHAIRMAN 


